
 

ENGLISH 

 Title   :  A history of the Korean language 
 
Authors :  Ki-Moon Lee, S. Robert Ramsey 
 
Publisher :  Cambridge University Press 
 
Copyright :  2011 
 
Call Number :  495.709 L51h 2011  

 

Product Description 

A History of the Korean Language is the first book on the 
subject ever published in English. It traces the origin, formation, and various historical 
stages through which the language has passed, from Old Korean through to the present 
day. Each chapter begins with an account of the historical and cultural background. A 
comprehensive list of the literature of each period is then provided and the textual 
record described, along with the script or scripts used to write it. Finally, each stage of 
the language is analyzed, offering new details supplementing what is known about its 
phonology, morphology, syntax, and lexicon. The extraordinary alphabetic materials of 
the 15th and 16th centuries are given special attention, and are used to shed light on 
earlier, pre-alphabetic periods. 

 

 Title   :  Gender-sensitive & feminist methodologies 
 
Editor  :  Sylvia S. Guerrero 
 
Publisher :  The University of the Philippines 
 
Copyright :  2002 
 
Call Number :  FIL Ref. 305.42 G28 2002  

Description 

Winner of the 2001 National Academy of Science and 
Technology Outstanding Book Award, Gender-Sensitive and Feminist Methodologies 
examines the concept of reproductive health; the research perspectives, designs and 
strategies; data collection, highlighting feminist methodologies; and the thematic, 
textual, discourse-analysis techniques currently in use. 
 

 



Title   :  Charlie Chan is dead : at home in the world    

Editor  :  Jessica Hagedorn  
 
Publisher :  Penguin Books 
 
Copyright :  2004 
 
Call Number :  813.54080895 C38 2004    

Description 

More than a decade after its initial publication, the 
groundbreaking anthology Charlie Chan Is Dead remains 
the best available source for contemporary Asian 

American fiction. Edited by acclaimed novelist and National Book Award nominee Jessica 
Hagedorn, Charlie Chan Is Dead 2: At Home in the World brings together forty-two 
fresh, fascinating voices in Asian American writing—from classics by Jose Garcia Villa 
and Wakako Yamauchi to exciting new fiction from Akhil Sharma, Ruth Ozeki, Chang-
Rae Lee, Jhumpa Lahiri, and Monique Truong. Sweeping in background and literary 
style, from pioneering writers to newly emerging voices from the Hmong and Korean 
communities, these exceptional works celebrate the full spectrum of Asian American 
experience and identities, transcending stereotypes and revealing the strength and 
vitality of Asian America today. 
 

 

SCIENCE 
  

Title   :  Matter matters : discover facts about  
     matter, mixture, solutions and  
     compounds 
 
Publisher :  Mexus Educations Pvt. Ltd 
 
Copyright :  2010 
 
Call Number :  COMICS 500 M43 2010   

Description 

Whoever thought that assisting a professor would be so 
much difficult…Ask Ritchie, the young and extremely bright 
teenager, whose intelligence is the only saving grace for 

the Nutty Professor! The professor’s habit of ruining the lab because of his disastrous 
experiments makes it extremely difficult for young Ritchie to keep his cool…Sometimes, the 
young lad ends up teaching the crazy professor a thing or two about chemistry. 

 

 



 Title   :  Epitome of resources : explore the 
various resources of mother earth and learn about its 
conservation   

Publisher :  Mexus Education Pvt. Ltd 
 
Copyright :  2010 
 
Call Number :  COMICS 500.73 Ep4 2010 

Description 

Who better to learn about this fascinating planet 
earth of ours, than from a real life Geologist! Meet 
Mr. Venkatesh Rao, resident geologist of the Iken 
Series, whose explorative instincts and clumsy 
mannerism makes for some fun reading. His 
tendency to topple over things ensures that he 

discovers something new…even if he wasn’t really looking for it! Learn about important 
natural resources like air and water and discover the facts about biogeochemical cycles! 
Enrich your mind with several interesting facts about forests and wild life, coal and 
petroleum and learn about their conservation…all by reading this quirky yet informative 
comic book! 

 

 

Title   :  The world goes around : the fun facts of 
our earth and space; useful classes 5 to 8 across ICSE, 
CBSE, IB and  SSC boards 

Publisher :  Mexus Education Pvt. Ltd 
 
Copyright :  2010 
 
Call Number :  COMICS 500 W89 2010 

Description 

Wipe away your fears and hatred for all those 
scientific know-hows. Iken Science Series, is here 
to bring to the life all those striking scientific facts 
that always made you yawn. Learn several 
inquisitive facts with JC who creates wonders with 
his gizmo gadget. Join JC as he engrosses in the 
natural world of fancies in ‘Air Around Us’, ‘Soil’ 

and ‘Winds, Storms and Cyclones”. Ride through the delightful world of interesting facts 
about ‘Weather, Climate and Adaptation of Animals to Climate’. 

 

 

 



 

 

Title   :  The physical truths : discover 
interesting facets of physics 

Publisher :  Mexus Education Pvt. Ltd 
 
Copyright :  2010 
 
Call Number :  COMICS 500 P56 2010 

Description 

What happens when you apply force in order to 
move your car or how are you able to ride your 
cycle; learn with JC. Iken Books The Physical 
Truths series explains every concept of science 
with interesting and lively examples that you will 
never want to leave for something else. 

 

 

 

Title   :  Sound flux : a journey through the 
world of sound waves 

Publisher :  Mexus Education Pvt. Ltd 
 
Copyright :  2010 
 
Call Number :  COMICS 500 So8 2010 

Description 

If there’s one word we all dread, it’s gotta be 
physics. But not anymore! The Iken Science 
Series has a surprise in store for you! Join master 
scientist…err…Sorry, disaster scientist Floppy Eino 
on his crazy learning adventures. His whacky 
experiments and forgetful nature not only 
provides with some serious laughter but also 
proves that physics can be fun too! Step into the 

exciting world of sound energy and discover new facts sound waves. 

 

 

 
 



SOCIAL STUDIES 
 

Title   :  Slavery : real people and their stories of 
enslavement   
 
Author  :    Reg Grant 
 
Publisher :  Dorling Kindersley Limited 
 
Copyright :  2009 
 
Call Number :  306.362 G76s 2009 

 

Description 

Slavery has plagued the history of humankind for thousands 
of years, from the conquered peoples of Ancient times to the millions of Africans stolen from 
their homelands and forced into work that helped build America and the modern world. But what 
was it like to be a slave, endure such terrible hardships, and fight for freedom? Here historical 
information combines with moving personal stories to give your child the story behind slavery. 
Maps, charts, timelines, and artifacts provide eye-opening context, and the testimony of slaves 
featured in the book will take your child behind the statistics. Help them discover the real story 
behind an evil trade that still exists even today. 

 

 

TECHNOLOGY AND HOME ECONOMICS 
 

Title   :  Digital games and learning   
 
Edited by  :   Sara de Freitas and Paul Maharg 
 
Publisher :  Continuum International Pub. Group 
 
Copyright :  2011 
 
Call Number :  Tr. Ref. 371.4470295 D56 2011 

 

Description 

The popularity of entertainment gaming over the last 
decades has led to the use of games for non-

entertainment purposes in areas such as training and business support. The emergence 
of the serious games movement has capitalized on this interest in leisure gaming, with 
an increase in leisure game approaches in schools, colleges, universities and in 
professional training and continuing professional development. 
 
The movement raises many significant issues and challenges for us. How can gaming 



and simulation technologies be used to engage learners? How can games be used to 
motivate, deepen and accelerate learning? How can they be used to greatest effect in 
learning and teaching? The contributors explore these and many other questions that 
are vital to our understanding of the paradigm shift from conventional learning 
environments to learning in games and simulations.  

 

Title   :  Faces : photography and the art of 
portraiture 
 
Authors  :   Paul Fuqua and Steven Biver 
 
Publisher :  Focal Press 
 
Copyright :  2010 
 
Call Number :  779.2092 F96p 2010 

 

Description 

There is so much detail to be captured in a 
face. Cicero (106-43 BC) said: "The face is a 
picture of the mind as the eyes are its 
interpreter." To capture a person's personality, 
there are many things to keep in mind, and the 

authors of FACES show us how to match up a personality with lighting, posing, and 
composition. Portraiture is truly an art, and this book dives deep into the details so that 
you end up with a gorgeous portrait that both you and your subject love. Not only is this 
book the most comprehensive title available on portraiture, but it contains stunning 
images. Each image is paired with a lighting diagram, a description of why the type of 
image was chosen, and then takes you through postproduction to put the finishing 
touches on. The authors also showcase a gallery of portraits by renowned 
photographers. 

 

 

GUIDANCE 

 

Title   :  The habit change workbook : how to 
break bad habits and form good ones    
 
Author  :   Claiborn, James  
 
Publisher :  New Harbinger Publications, Inc. 
 
Copyright :  2001 
 
Call Number : Tr. Ref. 155.85 C52h 2001 
 



Description 

This step-by-step, cognitive-behavioral program helps you break unwanted habits and 
replace them with healthy new ones. Together with extensive self-assessment and 
monitoring tools, it includes detailed guidance for overcoming a variety of specific 

habits. 

 Title   :  The addiction workbook : a step-by-
step guide to quitting alcohol and drugs  
 
Authors  :   Patrick Fanning, John T. O’Neill 
 
Publisher :   New Harbinger Publications, Inc. 
 
Copyright :   1996 
 
Call Number :  Tr. Ref. 613.8 F21a 1996 

 

Description 

If you're thinking about quitting alcohol or drugs, 
this comprehensive workbook can help you get on 
track and reach you goals. 

The Addiction Workbook starts you on your 
journey by explaining the facts about addiction. It shows you how you can determine if 
you have a problem and helps you cut through denial or ambivalence to reach a clear 
decision to quit. Simple, concise exercises and tips help you gather support, deal with 
detoxification, improve nutrition, and build a personalized exercise program. You will 
discover how to relax without chemicals and cope with feelings of depression, anxiety, 
and anger. 
 

 
 
 Title   :  Delinquency theories : appraisals and 
applications  
 
Author  :   John P. Hoffman 
 
Publisher :   Routledge  
 
Copyright :   2011 
 
Call Number :  Tr. Ref. 364.3601 H67d 2011 
 

Description 

The book opens with a comprehensive description 
of what a theory is, and explains how theories are 
created in the social sciences. Following on, each 

subsequent chapter is dedicated to describing an individual theory, broken down and 
illustrated within four distinct sections. Initially, each chapter tells the tale of a 
delinquent youth, and from this example a thorough review of the particular theory and 



related research can be undertaken to explain the youth’s delinquent behaviour. The 
third and fourth sections of each chapter critically analyze the theories, and provide a 
straightforward discussion of policy implications of each, thus encouraging readers to 
evaluate the usefulness of these theories and also to consider the relationship between 
theory and policy. 

 
FICTION 

 
 

Title   : Peter and the shadow thieves   
 
Author  :  Dave Barry and Ridley Pearson 
 
Publisher :  Hyperion Books for Children 
 
Copyright : 2006 
 
Call Number : F B28p bk. 2 2006 

 

Excerpt  

 A mango, thought  Peter. The perfect weapon. The scrawny, 
sunburned boy, dressed in a tattered shirt and pants torn off below scabby knees, brushed the 
unkempt reddish hair out of his face. It fell right back into his eyes as he bent to the sandy soil 
and scooped up the plump re-and-yellow fruit sphere, a bit bigger than an orange. The mango 
was squishy to the touch, too ripe for eating. But it was just the thing to drop on somebody’s 
head from a great height. And Peter knew precisely whose head he wanted to drop it on. 

 

Title   : Peter and the secret of Rundoon   
 
Author  :  Dave Barry and Ridley Pearson 
 
Publisher :  Hyperion Books for Children 
 
Copyright : 2007 
 
Call Number : F B28p bk. 3 2007 

 

Excerpt  

 The old man trudged along the dirt path, pulling his worn coat 
tighter to ward off the cold wind moaning across the Salisbury 
Plain. Dusk was near, and the man was glad to see his 
destination, the village of Amesbury, come into view.  
 

 

 



Title   : Seventeenth summer   
 
Author  :  Maureen Daly 
 
Publisher :  Simon and Schuster Children’s Publishing 
 
Copyright : 2010 
 
Call Number : F D17s 2010 

 

Excerpt  

 I don’t know just why I’m telling you all this. Maybe you’ll think 
I’m being silly. But I’m not, really, because this is important. 
You see, it was different! It wasn’t just because it was Jack and 

I either – it was something much more than that. It wasn’t as it’s written in magazine stories or 
as in morning radio serials where the boy’s family always tease him about liking a girl and he 
gets embarrassed and stutters. And it wasn’t silly, like sometimes, when girls sit in school and 
write a fellow’s name all over the margin of their papers. I never even wrote Jack’s name at all 
till I sent him a postcard that weekend I went up to Minaqua. And it wasn’t puppy love or 
infatuation or love at first sight or anything that people always like about and laugh. Maybe you 
don’t know just what I mean. I can’t really explain it – it’s so hard to put in words but – well, it  
was just something I’d never felt before. Something I’d never even known. People can’t tell you 
about things like that, you have to find them out for yourself. That’s why it is so important. It 
was something I’ll always remember because I just couldn’t forget – it’s thing like that. 

 

 

 

Title   : Love, Stargirl   
 
Author  :  Jerry Spinelli 
 
Publisher :  Alfred A. Knopf 
 
Copyright : 2007 
 
Call Number : F Sp4L 2007 

 

Description  

 LOVE, STARGIRL picks up a year after Stargirl ends and reveals 
the new life of the beloved character who moved away so suddenly at the end of Stargirl. The 
novel takes the form of "the world's longest letter," in diary form, going from date to date 
through a little more than a year's time. In her writing, Stargirl mixes memories of her 
bittersweet time in Mica, Arizona, with involvements with new people in her life. 

 

 

 



Title   : Gossamer   
 
Author  :  Lois Lowry 
 
Publisher :  Houghton Mifflin Company 
 
Copyright : 2006 
 
Call Number : F L85go 2006 

 

Description  

 Littlest One is a tiny creature slowly learning her job of giving 
dreams to humans. Each night she and her teacher, Thin 
Elderly, visit an old woman’s home where she softly touches 
beloved objects, gathering happy memories, and drops of old 

scents and sounds. Littlest One pieces these bits together and presents them to her sleeping 
human in the form of pleasant dreams. But the dreaded Sinisteeds, dark fearsome creatures 
that plague their victims with nightmares, are always at work against the dreamgivers. When 
the old woman takes in John, an angry foster child with a troubled past, the Sinisteeds go after 
him with their horrifying nightmares. Can Littlest One, and her touch light as gossamer, protect 
John’s heart and soul from the nightmare of his dark past? 
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